Abstract. We consider the problem of indexing a collection D of D strings (documents) of total n characters from an alphabet set of size σ, such that whenever a pattern P (of p characters) and an integer τ ∈ [1, D] comes as a query, we can efficiently report all (i) maximal generic words and (ii) minimal discriminating words as defined below:
Introduction and Related Work
Let D={d 1 , d 2 , d 3 , ..., d D } be a collection of D strings (which we call as documents) of total n characters from an alphabet set Σ of size σ. For simplicity we assume, that every document ends with a special character $ which does not appear any where else in the documents. Our task is to index D in order to compute all (i) maximal generic words and (ii) minimal discriminating words corresponding to the given query pattern P (of length p) and threshold τ . The document frequency df (.) of a pattern P is defined as the number of distinct documents in D containing P . Then, a generic word is an extensionP of P with df (P ) ≥ τ , and is maximal if df (P ) < τ for all extensions P ofP . Similarly, a discriminating word is an extensionP of P with df (P ) ≤ τ , and is called a minimal discriminating word if df (P ) > τ for any proper prefix P ofP (i.e., P =P ). These problems were introduced by Kucherov et al. [8] , and they proposed indexes of size O(n log n) bits or O(n) words. The query processing time is optimal O(p + output) for reporting all maximal generic words, and is near optimal O(p + log log n + output) for reporting all minimal discriminating words.
Later on Gawrychowski et al. [6] gave O(n) words space with optimal query time index for minimal discriminating words problem. In this paper, we describe succinct indexes of n log σ+o(n log σ)+O(n) bits space with O(p+log log n+output) query times for both these problems.
These problems are motivated from applications in computational biology. For example, it is an interesting problem to identify words that are exclusive to the genomic sequences of one species or family of species [3] . Such patterns that appear in a small set of biologically related DNA sequences but do not appear in other sequences the collection often carries a biological significance. Discriminating and generic words also find applications in text mining and automated text classification.
Preliminaries

Suffix Trees and Generalized Suffix Trees
For a text S[1...n], a substring S[i...n] with
The suffix tree [13, 9] of S is a lexicographic arrangement of all these n suffixes in a compact trie structure of O(n) words space, where the i-th leftmost leaf represents the i-th lexicographically smallest suffix of S. For a node i (i.e., node with pre-order rank i), path(i) represents the text obtained by concatenating all edge labels on the path from root to node i in a suffix tree. The locus node i P of a pattern P is the node closest to the root such that the P is a prefix of path(i P ). The suffix range of a pattern P is given by the maximal range [sp, ep] such that for sp ≤ j ≤ ep, P is a prefix of (lexicographically) j-th suffix of S. Therefore, i P is the lowest common ancestor of sp-th and ep-th leaves. Using suffix tree, the locus node as well as the suffix range of P can be computed Encoding of GST with the goal of supporting navigation and other tree operations has been extensively studied in the literature. We use the data structure by Sadakane and Navarro Define count(i) = df (path(i)). Using the data structure by Sadakane [11] we can answer count(i) query efficiently for any input node i. Following lemma summarizes the result in [11] .
